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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

Flight school
review shy

on answers
But it does raise
questions about
program's future
at the university
By PAUL WOOD
pwood@news-gazette.com

SAVOY - A University of
Illinois budget report released
Thursday questions the future
of the Institute of Aviation,
though it does not call for its
elimination.
The budget review committee, which authored the report,
was one of 15 formed in February to look at efficiencies
in mostly smaller units at the
Urbana campus.
The team was tasked to
examine "the . extent to which
the resources dediCated to the
Institute of Aviation enhance
our institution and its mission," according to a letter
from in.terim Chancellor 1lobert Easter and Richard Wheeler, acting vice chancellor for
academic affairs.
The team said it did not have
a complete answer 011. the question of the institute's future.
But the report did suggest
actions for further study:

please see AVIATION, A-8
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- If the institute no longer
has a "tenure system faculty,"
. the bachelor of science degree
in Aviation Human Factors
would have to be transferred to
a college that could support it.
Failing that, the campus would
have to consider eliminating the
program.
- The Graduate College could
administer the master's degree
program if the program's longterm finances can be made
sustainable. If the institute or
the Graduate College cannot
resolve the program's finances,
the provost's office should consider phasing out the program.
- Without a plan to adequately fund the institute's professional pilot program, the UI
should pursue "active discussion" with Parkland College to
take over "this highly-regarded
aviation education program."
The report notes one of the
institute's weaknesses: low
enrollment. Total enrollments
in Aviation Human Factors had
fallen to 128 in 2009, about a
third down since 2004.
But the declining number of
students has been a deliberate
decision made by the provost's
office. Many applicants had

WILLARD
tontinued from A-l

long as the Willard control tower, regardless of classification,
operates in a manner similar to
other central Illinois airports
with hours to accommodate
commercial traffic, then commercial flights will not likely
be impacted," the report said.
Tom Emanuel, director of
academic affairs for the institute,said in February that commercial and student operations
are "symbiotic," with student
flights accoUIiting for 85 percent of Willard's air traffic. The
two commercial airlines at Willard bring in nine or 10 flights a

scores below campus averages.
In 2010, for example, aviation
students averaged 25.6 on their
ACT, while the campus average
for all applicants was 28.3.
In the undergraduate program, applications have also
been declining. In 2004, there
were 78 applications to the program; this year it was 49.
The committee also questioned how viable the institute
can be with such a small faculty to sustain two degree programs. According to the report,
the campus senate and the provost's office are addressing the
possible '~relocation" of the aviation faculty.
The report, found at http://
oc.illinois.edulbudgetlaviation_
project_teamJeport.pdf, said
the expenses are high in the aviation program.
"The most important question regarding viability in our
current environment is fiscal.
The bachelor of science is one
of the most expensive on campus because of the flight fees
that are required in addition to
the tuition," the report said.
Wynne Korr of the School of
Social Work, chairwoman of the
team, referred questions to the
Urbana campus' chief spokeswoman, Robin Kaler.
Kaler said the UI is still seeking input on the reports'. The
online site has a comments secday, he said.
Emanuel could riot be reached
for comment Thursday.
The Institute of Aviation aircraft operations are directly
related to the level of service
provided to Willard airport by
the FAA-operated control tower, the report said.
"The Willard control tower is
presently considered, in FAA
parlance, 'under buffer zone'
review due to a drop in flight
operations over the last couple
of years. This situation is not
uncommon given the economy
and the downsizing in the aviation industry," the report said.
The report said closing the
institute would have some negative financial implications forthe university-owned Willard.

tion, and administrators will be
waiting for all the comments
before reaching conclusions.
"At this point, we want to
hear from the campus community and our stakeholders. It's
important we allow those voices
to be heard before the (interim)
chancellor and vice chancellor
for academic affairs speak publicly," she said Thursday.
The report also addresses the
role of pilot training in a fouryear institution. The report
notes that, like the undergraduate program, the pilot program
has attracted fewer applicants,
and those that do apply have
lower test scores and class
ranks when compared to the
general student population.
"In the absence of a sustain. able plan for financial support
of this program, ... the Office
of the Provost should consider other organizational models
to support this program ... and
should pursue active discussion
with Parkland College regarding the potential for thatinstitution to undertake responsibility
for this highly-regarded aviation education program."
In terms of the institute's
place in the UI's core mission,
the report notes that its programs are "more typical of the
approach taken to professional
and technical education in Illinois."
"The airport and the institute share funding support for
five positions, totaling 1.36 fulltime equivalents and $81,700. If
changes are made to institute
staffing, the campus and the airport would have to address the
impact on the shared staffing,"
it said.
Also, part of the salaries paid
to airport mechanics come from
the institute on a work-order
reimbursement basis. There
are some other costs that are
shared, the team said.
The team did not reach a consensus on whether losing the
institute could preclude acquiring a second Instrument Landing System at Willard, which is
a top capital need.
PAUL WOOD
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University relea~es
Aviation. IT reports.
The Stewarding Excell,ence
Institute ofAvlationprgject ...
teGlm released thelhstitut~of
! Aviation project reP9rt Thllrsday, revealingthe·Un,.iv~rs~tty is
<;!onsidering a phased elrrn.mationof the bachelor's and)nas~
ter's degree programsin;hu~
factors. The report saicl.
the illstitution's professiori·al pilot program may be.come
•overseen by other academic
"
.
sectors.
•. The' University is lo@kirigto
consolidate programs to ,c0I)1"
p{lnsate for tl:J.e$466 million "
.' .
owed to it by the state.
. The report said the. under~
graduate hunian factors de"
.' gree I)1ust find aunit with}he
approptiatenumberqf ten,- .'
Ufecsystem faculty that is willing to oversee the "recl1lit~;
ment,.advising and mentorIng
.of gradqate.students,the man~··
· agement of grievance and dec
gree completionproceduI:'~s; .
ongoing curriculum review"
for the degree. If no home¢~
be found, the degree maybe ,
pli~sedout.
' . , '.' .
. The master's degree in hu.'
'ina'nfactors may face the same
fate if the Graduate College'
or another academic program
chooses not to adopt the;de~
gree,.Thereport said the QraQ.-

man

See BRIEFS, Page3A

8RIEFS
FROM PAGE1A

uate College must first be reviewed and then can decide if it
can agree to the move.
. The project team also suggested the professional pilot program should change itsorganization to allow Parkland College
to have more responsibility or to
i allow it to join another academic

unitpll,cainp)ls. . '
"There are significant financial
SUbsidi~s reqiiired by the high
'instructional and capital costs,"
the report' said about the profes"
.
siohalpilot program..
TlieIT@Illinoisprojectteaniof
the Stewarding, Excellence initiative re~eased its summaryoreport
Thursday. '
.
Accordif!.g to the report, the
team. recomniends servers be
combIned with llrrge data centers,

creating a unit to avoid duplication
of services and to continue working on an outsourcing plan, whiCh
would save the University as much
as 20. percent in costs,
These reports have been uploaded to the Stewarding Excell{lnce
. website. The teams will accept
public comment on their feedback
pages until May 13.
. Compiled by Jennifer Wheelerahd
Rosie Powers
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Tech report identifies
ways to save 'millions
By PAUL WOOD
pwood@news-gazetle.com

URBANA Suggestions
for restructuring information
technology functions at the
Urbana campus could result
in more than $10 million in
savings for the University of
Illinois, according to a report
released Thursday.
The information technology budget review team was
one of 15 formed in February
to look at efficiencies in mostly smaller units at the Urbana
campus.
The report also suggests
outsourcing some functions,
using less expensive-to-maintain hardware and a unified

IT
~ontinued

from A-l

4uplicatlon of effort and
resources, for about $3 million.
:. Further work on an outsourcing plan for IT could save as
iliuch as 20 percent, the report
s1,lggests.
The full report is available at
http://oc.illinois.edulbudgetlit..;
.ptojecUeam]eport.pdf
.. .JohnHart, the head of the
review team, said in an e-mCiil
to The News-Gazette that the
experience was positive.
"I was very impressed with
the selection of members
for the committee that I was
assigned, especially its combination of faculty and staff, and
I hope the campus can continue
to draw on this group's expertise and insight to continue the
process of ensuring IT remains
efficient and cost-effective for
the foreseeable future.
"Some of our recommendations are already being effected and implemented, as they
endorsed and accelerated activ-

communications system.
The report notes that the
campus could spend less by:
Consolidating smaller
server rooms into large data
centers to save power, administration effort and space, for
a potential $4.38 million in savings.
- Accelerating the campus
adoption of Internet telephones
into Microsoft Unified Communications, which includes
calendaring, e-mail and licensing, saving $3.3 million.
- Creating a coordinated
environment for campus unit
Web ma~agement to avoid
Please see IT, A-8

ities already begun with the
campus IT@Illinois campaign.
Some of the other recommendations have very compelling
savings and m()tivations, and so
I would hope to see them implemented as well."
The report also suggests
replacing staff and lab desktop PCs with easier-to-maintain
"thin clients," saving $1 million;
<;reating a working group to
coordinate IT purchasing, leasing and trade-ins; coordinating unit-level business process
development to avoid redundancy; and studying ways· to
safeguard the security of data,
"as will soon be overwhelmingly necessary to maintain funding levels."
Hart said "thin clients are
more like terminals than standalone computers. A thin client
provides a display, keyboard
and mouse and other interfaces,
but runs applications remotely
on a server. One server computer can run applications for
many 'thin clients' (like terminals). The main benefit of this
is that the system administrators can maintain one server

a lot easier and more cheaply
than a bunch of individual desktop pes, and the difference
between a desktop PC and a thin
client for mosf business operations is negligible."
In May, outsourcing of student e-mail will begin. By the
middle of the month, incoming undergraduate students
will be notified how to set up a
Google Apps@Illinoisaccount
and choose where to send their
@illinois.edu e-mail. They can
use Google applications, Microsoft Live or both.
Dan J acobsohn, the director
of application services for Campus Information Technologies
and Educational Services, said
in an. e-mail that "outsourcing
student e-mail was one of the
recommendations of the Campus E-mail· and Calendaring
Committee.
"CITES must retire Express
Email by the end of 2010, so this
is an ideal time to work with
campus to determine how best
to serve the needs of students,
faculty, and staff about e-mail
and other services, like calendaring."
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Grant. money halted
due to lack of "funds
BY RIKA DNEGAN
STAFF WRITER

,. There are no certainties
regarding the future of Monetary Award Program, or MAP,
Grants as the University strugg1es to plan foi:'the upcoming
academic year.
,
On Monday April 19, the nhnois Student AssistaIice Come
mission,or ISAC,declared a
suspension of the MAP Grant
award for the 2010-2011 year.
ISAC said the applications
received after the suspension
date will likeiy go unfunded, according to their press
release.
Daniel Mann, director of Student Financil;il Aid, explained
some of the measures officials
are taking to attack the issue.
"We are now in the process
of trying to. get the funding for
the 2010'-20'11 year," Mann said.
"That process' is going on in
Springfield right now, and there
are. some indications that we·
may haveanahswer to what the
ifinal budget may be,maybe even
as early as next week,'!
Mann said the MAP Grant was
initially s.uspended because of a
surplus of applications received
this year.

"

More online: To hear
ISAC deCided it was best to
audio from a newscast on
suspend MAP processing until
MAP grants, pJease visit
more is known about the state
.budget situatiQn,which will not Dailylllhli.com
be known until claim rates can
tie determined in the fall.
advocates for funding for higher
Mann said students can (education)," Olsen said. "This
receive other types of aid to help nation needs to. have support and
th~mpay the «Ost of tuition. The allow people to live.the Ameri~
.assumption is that the Universi- can dream, and the' only way
ty will stiIlhave 6,000 students to do that is through education.
who will be eligible for obtain-. We need to reaffirm our coming the MAP Grant.
mitment on the national level,
"MAP is only one form of on the state level, on the local
aid that students get," he said. level to say that this is our top
"Students are considered for priority because these are the
the Federal Pell Grant, they leaders of tomorrow."
are considered for a number of
Student body vice president
other "grants and scholarsnips, Hannah Ehrenberg said she
they're considered for student feels the .issue should not only
loansanq thtlY'reconsidered for be left in the hands.oNheUni"
stuMht:em:p~pyment!;
versity, but students should also
Ml;inn add~d that the issue take action as well. ,.' .'."
cO,mes down to the state's and
"I think' it's impoitclnt.t:hat
Univer,sity's lack of fll,l:ldS. With'. students make the.ir voices
the fate ofthe TJl,liversity's fund" 'heard to their state representaing still unknown,Mann said tives, that this has. an impact on
"nothing is certain."
them and their future," she said.
Student bodypresidentDavid '''Loans are steep and expel,1sive.
01s~psaidh.e was disappointed Take it on yourself'and $eekout
about the recent suspension of resources. There are a latO[ c01tl:leMAPGran(and the "delay in lege scholarships. Speak toy-our
the deCision processes on behalf • advisors. Go On websites;lf you
of the TJniversity.·
'make the effort, I think that stu"We need to be ceaseless dents can still·find funding."
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More phony reform
In March 1973, state Rep. John Alsup,
D-Decatur, shrugged off criticism for
awarding a legislative scholarship to his
19-year-old daughter. "I grant the scholarships to kids who can't go to school
without them," he said. "She's one of
them."
It was perfectly legal. It still is. And it
would be legal under the so-called reform
measure that lawmakers have sent to GoY.
Pat Quinn.
A spin through the Tribune's archives
shows a pattern that spans at least four
decades: News accounts about lawmakers
comping their cronies into
college. lead to public outcry, which leads to legislative posturing, which leads
to nothing. It's 2010, and
illinois lawmakers are still showering
scholarships on their friends, relatives,
campaign donors and political pals.
Last year's Tribune analysis found one
. lawmaker who'd gifted three members of
the same family with free tuition, one who
gave a scholarship to his former chief of
staff and another who waived tuition for
the daughter of his campaign treasurer,
just to name a few. A separate Associated
Press analysis identified 83 questionable
awards between 2004 and 2009. Same song,
different verse.
Still, we thought the perennial bill to
eliminate the scholarships might have
legs this year. Voters are disgusted by the
Blagojevich saga, the University of illinois admissions scandal and the General
Assembly's feeble efforts to clean up state
government. Giving up the scholarships
is an obvious and easy reform.
So what did lawmakers send to the
governor? A bill that would prohibit them
from giving scholarships to close relatives
of recent campaign donors. It provides no
way to police the program and no penalty
for cheaters, and it does nothing at all to
stop the flow of freebies to lawmakers'
friends, relatives and staffers, or to the
cousins, nephews and grandchildren of
donors.
How effective would that be?
It might have pre-empted the scholarship that Rep. Shirley Jones, D-Chicago,
gave to the stepson of a lobbyist whose
company contributed $3,100 to her campaign in 1998. (Then again, a contribution
from a stepfather's employer might step

deftly around. the language of the bill.) It
would not have applied to the scholarship
she awarded to the son of her travel agent
the year before.
Of the cases flagged in last year's AP
story, not quite half involved scholarships
that went to relatives of campaign donors.
The rest went to relatives of friends,
neighbors, employers, lobbyists, party
officials and other politicians. Those
don't pass the smell test, either, but they'd
remain legal- in fact, they'd be validated
- if Quinn signs that phony bill.
.
A sampling oflame defenses over the
years:
III "They're obviously a
family that cares about
education." - Sen. Carole
Pankau, R-Itasca, 2009.
. Pankau has given scholarships to three
members of the same family. It's a
coincidence that their father is a Republican committeeman, campaign donor
and business associate of her husband,
she said.
III "I don't think because I know someone
that their child should be denied an
educationJ' - Sen. Rickey Hendon, DChicago, 2009. Hendon waived tuition for
the daughter of his political action committee treasurer.
II "I look at the individual. It's not
counted against them if their family is
involved in politics." - Sen. Dan Cronin,
R-Ehnhurst, 1999, responding to a Tribune report that he'd given scholarships to
the children of a Republican precinct
captain, the fmance director of Lombard
and the nephew of a former lawmaker
who'd been convictedoffraud.
"It is possible that politically active
people are more aware ofthe program." Sen. Todd Sieben, R-Geneseo, 1999, explaining why two of his picks were the
children of GOP county chairmen.
We could go on and on, but you get the
point.
We hope Quinn does, too, but we'll spell
it out just in case: Lawmakers have
exploited this· perk shamelessly for decades, and they don'twant to give it up. The
bill they've sent the governor wouldn't
stop the abuse, and they know it. What it
says, essentially, is that anything goes as
long as no money changes hands.
Governor, you cannot afford to be
complicit in this fraud. Veto the bill;

Get rid ofpolitical
scholarships.
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Let's invest wisely
on Abbott plant
A report released by the
University of Illinois in September 2009 recommended
that Abbott Power Plant needs
$170 million to $230 million
of repairs and upgrades over
the next 15 years. This is the
money that we need to spend
regardless, but spending
approximately $205 million
(plus or minus 15 percent of
the total) on coal should not be
the option. .
.
Instead, it should be spent
'towards natural gas. Natural
gas will be a good first step
to other alternative sources,
comparing its production process and its carbon emission
with that of coal. Mountaintop
mining is another terrible consequence of using coal.
If we are spending this
money, we should not be
spending it on resources that
accelerates the destruction
of our future generations. We
should always be spending it
on something that will make
our planet a better place.
ANNIE SUN
Urbana
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Governing Boards Should Look Beyond Alumni for
Trustees, Report Finds
By Paul Fain

Alumni are common fixtures on college governing boards. They are
better prepared to be trustees, the conventional wisdom holds,
because they understand their alma mater's culture. But a new study
contradicts that notion, finding that alumni are no more prepared to
serve on boards than are their colleagues who attended college
elsewhere.
The paper, scheduled to be discussed this weekend at the annual
conference of the American Educational Research Association,
analyzedclII\il from a 2006 survey of trustees conducted by The Chronicle.
It found that, among the sample of 1,500 trustees at 1,000 colleges,
the 58 percent who were alumni reported feeling no better prepared
to handle important board issues such as dealing with the president,
tackling budgets, and working on strategic planning.
Nathan F. Harris, a graduate research assistant at the University of
Michigan's School of Education and the author of the report, "Ready
to Serve? Examining the Relationship Between Trustee
Preparedness and Trustee Characteristics," said his findings suggest
that a false assumption of alumni having a leg up on other potential .
board members may encourage some colleges to pass up quality
trustee candidates.
"They're limiting their potential pool oftrustees to alums," he said.
Rita Bomstein agrees. An expert on higher-education governance
and president emerita of Rollins College, Ms. Bornstein says alumni
trustees often suffer from "blind loyalty," which can cause problems
fora board.
"They tend to live in the past," she says, "and tend to be rather
insular."
Bringing in 'Fresh Air'

Ms. Bornstein stresses that alumni can make excellent trustees, and
that their potential shortcomings are the result of good intentions.
But she says boards would do better to seek out a diverse set of
trustees, with their alma maters being part of the mix along with

http://chronicle.comlarticle/Governing-Boards-Should-Lookl6532 81
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ethnic, age, and gender diversity.
In her work as a consultant, she tells boards to "bring some fresh air
into their deliberations. Have some comparisons."
Mr. Harris cautioned that the data he used had some limitations,
including that trustees rated themselves in the survey. He said that
research over all is sparse on the effectiveness of boards, and that
more work needs to be done to help trustees learn how to do their
jobs.
According to the study, alumni trustees reported being more
prepared than their peers in only one category: dealing with campus
politics.
Merrill P. Schwartz, director of research for the Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, reviewed the report
and agreed with its assertion that boards need to examine their
training and orientation practices. Ms. Schwartz also pointed to the
study's finding that the best preparation for trustees is having
served on another college board.
When training trustees, "it's particularly important to offer
information about faculty and academic matters," she said in an email message.
In addition to questioning the alumni advantage on boards, Mr.
Harris's paper included provocative findings about the preparation
of trustees hailing from business-a background about half of the nation's
college board members share.
Trustees working in the corporate sphere reported lower levels of
preparedness than those working in education, according to the
report, including in the area of strategic planning.
A common assumption is that "we need captains of industry to be
on our boards," Mr. Harris said. That may be true, but "not any
more so than people working in education."
Trustees who hold advanced degrees also reported higher levels of
preparedness, according to the study.
Ms. Schwartz said boards should include some members who have
experience working in higher education, such as former presidents
or professors from other colleges.
"However, AGB would not advocate experience working in higher
education be the only criteria for board service," said Ms. Schwartz.
"A broad range of experiences are needed to accomplish the broad
work of the board. "
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